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Abstract
The present work proposes and discusses the category of supported sets which provides a uniform
foundation for nominal sets of various kinds, such as those for equality symmetry, for the order
symmetry, and renaming sets. We show that all these differently flavoured categories of nominal sets
are monadic over supported sets. Thus, supported sets provide a canonical finite way to represent
nominal sets and the automata therein, e.g. register automata and coalgebras in general. Name
binding in supported sets is modelled by a functor following the idea of de Bruijn indices. This functor
lifts to the well-known abstraction functor in nominal sets. Together with the monadicity result,
this gives rise to a transformation process from finite coalgebras in supported sets to orbit-finite
coalgebras in nominal sets. One instance of this process transforms the finite representation of a
register automaton in supported sets into its configuration automaton in nominal sets.
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1 Introduction

Nominal sets provide an elegant framework to reason about structures that involve names,
the permutation of names, and name binding. Originally used 100 years ago by Fraenkel and
Mostowski for the entirely different purpose of axiomatic set theory, Gabbay and Pitts [19]
re-discovered them in 1999 to define λ-expressions modulo α-equivalence as an inductive
data type. Its associated structural recursion principle allowed it to define capture avoiding
substitution as a total function. Since then, a plethora of results using nominal sets were
established in many areas, including proof assistants [42, 5], calculi [18, 41], and automata
models [7, 39, 29]. Nominal automata are capable of processing words over infinite alphabets
(data alphabets), while having good computational properties. Their expressiveness is similar
(and sometimes identical) to that of register automata [27, 13, 8], which are automata with a
finite description processing infinite alphabets. This finiteness condition translates into the
notion of orbit-finiteness in the nominal world, which requires extra work to obtain a finite
description of nominal automata, because orbit-finite objects are infinite in general.

In recent years, more general concepts of nominal sets were considered that generalize from
the permutation of names to other operations. One branch is called renaming sets [41, 21, 34]
and allows that distinct names are mapped to the same identifier; in another branch,
symmetries on other data alphabets [7, 46] were considered, for example monotone bijections
on rational numbers Q, called the total order symmetry.
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38:2 Supported Sets

Nominal sets are not the only categorical approach to name binding. Multiple presheaf-
based approaches to name binding were developed over the years [16, 17] which are strongly
related to nominal sets [23]. Also, the theory of named sets were introduced for the study of
history dependent automata [15, 36], they were shown to be equivalent (in the categorical
sense) to nominal sets [23], and they also feature a name binding construction [9]. In contrast
to nominal sets, the name binding in presheaf approaches and named sets follow the method
of de Bruijn indices [11].

Despite their rich categorical structure, it is known that the category of nominal sets
(in all above-mentioned flavours) is not monadic over sets, that is, their theory is not an
algebraic theory that can be described by a monad on sets – unlike groups, rings, vector
spaces, etc, which can be described by algebraic theories.

In order to still make algebraic methods applicable, we introduce the category of supported
sets and show that nominal sets are monadic over those. Thus, we make nominal sets
applicable to results and methods known from algebraic categories, such as the generalized
powerset construction [40, 6] or results about the representation of algebras [1] that provide
a canonical finite representation of orbit-finite nominal sets. Moreover, supported sets do not
require symmetries on the data alphabet, so they can also serve as a categorical foundation
for data alphabets that are not described by symmetries. In fact, we discovered supported
sets while working on a learning algorithm for register automata for general data alphabets.

Structure of the paper. After recalling the basic definitions for nominal sets (Section 3),
we introduce supported sets and discuss their basic categorical properties (Section 4). Having
established the monadicity of nominal sets (Section 5), we show that supported sets have a
functor for name binding that lifts to nominal sets (Section 6). This yields a coalgebraic
construction from (register) automata in supported sets to nominal automata (Section 7).
Full proofs and also additional explanations of definitions and examples can be found in the
appendix of the full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.09825.

2 A Quick Overview of Supported Sets

Let us first take a more higher-level look at the properties of supported sets. The proposed
category has such a simple definition that we can state it already here in full detail:

▶ Definition. For a fixed set A, the category Supp(A) contains the following data:
a supported set (X, sX) is a set X and a map sX : X → Pf(A), called the support (where
Pf denotes finite powerset),
a supported map f : (X, sX) → (Y, sY ) is a map f : X → Y with the property that
sY (f(x)) ⊆ sX(x) for all x ∈ X.

This definition reflects the basic principles when working with data alphabets A: the terms
or structures x ∈ X of interest store finitely many data values sX(x) ⊆ A. The computations
f on such a structure x can not invent new data values but may decide to drop data values,
e.g. by clearing a register: sY (f(x)) ⊆ sX(x).

In contrast to nominal sets, the map sX is a structural property of a supported set X

and not a derived notion. Thus, we can define supported sets by simply specifying X and sX

without any notion of permutation or renaming of data values.
Supp(A) has nice categorical properties: it is complete, cocomplete, and cartesian closed.

Supp(A) is locally finite, that is, a supported set is finitely presentable iff it is finite, and so
it is easy to represent supported sets for algorithmic purposes.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.09825
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Despite the little structure of supported sets, name binding exists as a functor on Supp(A)
(for countably infinite A) which is reminiscent of de Bruijn indices [11], and thus different to
the permutation based abstraction functor of nominal sets. Surprisingly, the binding functor
of Supp(A) lifts to the abstraction functor in nominal sets (up to natural isomorphism).

Different kinds of nominal theories can be modelled as monads on supported sets. If A is
a countable infinite set, the following categories are then monadic over Supp(A):
1. Nominal Sets (for the equality symmetry) [19, 38].
2. Nominal renaming sets in which atoms can be merged together [41, 21, 34].
3. Ordered nominal sets in which the atoms are rational numbers and can only be

renamed in a monotone way [7, 46].
These monadic adjunctions make general results about monadic adjunctions applicable:
1. Finite representation [1]: a (possibly infinite) nominal set is orbit-finite iff it can be

described by a finite supported set of generators and finitely many equations.
2. Generalized Powerset Construction [40, 6]: a register automaton lives as a finite coalgebra

in supported sets. The construction transforms it into an orbit-finite nominal coalgebra,
whose state-space is then the configuration space of the original register automaton.

These applications show that supported sets should not be understood as a competitor
to nominal sets, but as a common foundation for different nominal symmetries, and it may
serve as a categorical framework for data alphabets that do not admit symmetries at all.

3 Preliminaries on Nominal Sets

Before introducing supported sets in detail, we first recall some notations and basic concepts
of nominal sets. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic category theory, but we
restrict to set-theoretic definitions wherever possible.

▶ Notation 3.1. Given sets X, Y , the set of all maps X → Y is written Y X . Injective
maps are denoted by ↣, surjective maps by ↠, and · denotes map composition. We fix sets
1 = {0}, 2 = {0, 1}. The cycle notation (a0 a1 · · · an−1) for elements of a set A denotes the
bijection A → A sending a0 7→a1, a1 7→a2, . . ., an−1 7→a0, and fixing all other elements of A.

Nominal sets and various flavours thereof are built around the notion of monoid actions,
which specifies how atoms nested in some structure can be permuted or renamed.

▶ Definition 3.2. Given a monoid (M, ·, e), an M-set is a set X together with a map
“·” : M × X → X, called the action and written infix m · x for x ∈ X, m ∈ M , such that
e · x = x and (m · m′) · x = m · (m′ · x) for all m, m′ ∈ M , x ∈ X. Thus, we use “·” both for
the monoid multiplication and the action. A map f : X → Y between M -sets (X, ·), (Y, ⋆) is
equivariant if f(m · x) = m ⋆ f(x) for all m ∈ M , x ∈ X.

Throughout the paper, M will be a submonoid of (AA, ·, idA) for a set A, written M ≤ AA,
in which most of the results are parametric. The set A is called the set of atoms, which can
intuitively be understood as names of registers or data-values that appear in the input of an
automaton or as names used for binding operations. The submonoid M determines a subset
of maps of interest, closed under composition. Thus, we use · both for map composition and
monoid-multiplication, and moreover, the unit of the monoid M is simply idA.

▶ Example 3.3. The main instances of monoids M for nominal techniques are as follows:
1. For a set A, let Sf(A) be the bijections on A that modify only finitely many elements, i.e.

Sf(A) :=
{

ϕ : A → A | ϕ bijective and {a ∈ A | ϕ(a) ̸= a} is finite
}

For nominal sets (over the equality symmetry), one fixes a countably infinite set A
(understood as names) and fixes M := Sf(A) [19, 38].

CSL 2023
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2. For the set Q of rational numbers, let Aut(Q, <) be the set of bijective and monotone maps
Q → Q. For nominal sets over the total order symmetry, one considers M := Aut(Q, <) [7].

3. Let Fin(A) ⊆ AA be the set of maps f : A → A for which {f(a) ̸= a | a ∈ A} is finite. For
nominal renaming sets, one considers A := A and M := Fin(A) [21].

An element x ∈ X of an M -set (X, ·) can be understood as a structure with elements from A

embedded. We can alter these embedded elements according to m ∈ M , yielding m · x ∈ X.

▶ Example 3.4. For every set A and M ≤ AA, the following sets are M -sets:
1. The set A itself with the action m · a := m(a), for m ∈ M , a ∈ A.
2. If X is an M -set, then so is Pf(X), the set of finite subsets of X, where the action is

defined point-wise: m · S := {m · x | x ∈ S} for m ∈ M, S ∈ PfX.

3. Every set D can be equipped with the discrete action: m · d = d for all m ∈ M, d ∈ D.

4. The set M itself is an M -set with monoid multiplication M × M → M as the action.
The outcome of m · x only depends on what m does on the atoms S ⊆ A buried in x:

▶ Definition 3.5. We say that m, m′ ∈ M are identical on S ⊆ A, written m ≈S m′, if
m(a) = m′(a) for all a ∈ S.

With the intuition that the action of an M -set X renames the atoms A in an element
x ∈ X, we can derive from the action which atoms an element x ∈ X carries. Then, an
M -set is nominal, if each x ∈ X carries only finitely many atoms.

▶ Definition 3.6 [21, Def. 7]. A set S ⊆ A supports x ∈ X of an M -set X, if for all m≈S m′

(in M), we have m · x = m′ · x. An M-set X is nominal if every element of X has some
finite support, i.e. is supported by a finite set S ⊆ A.

If M happens to be a group, then the definition of support can be simplified slightly [19, 38].

▶ Example 3.7. Most of the M -sets from Example 3.4 are nominal:
1. A is nominal: every a ∈ A is supported by S := {a}, and also by any superset of S.
2. If X is a nominal M -set, then so is Pf(X). A set E ∈ Pf(X) of elements is supported by

the union of finite supports of the elements x ∈ E. This union is finite because E is so.
3. Every discrete M -set D is nominal because every x ∈ D is supported by the empty set.
4. For all monoids M of interest for nominal techniques, M considered as an M -set is not

nominal: whenever M is a nominal M -set, then every M -set is nominal. For example,
Sf(A) is not nominal because no σ ∈ Sf(A) has finite support.

▶ Definition 3.8. Let Nom(M) be the category of nominal M -sets and equivariant maps.

For our main instances (Example 3.3), we obtain the following categories:
1. The category of nominal sets is denoted by Nom = Nom(Sf(A)) (slightly overloading

notation), that is for A := A and M := Sf(A). This is called the equality symmetry.
2. Ordered nominal sets are OrdNom = Nom(Aut(Q, <)), i.e. for A := Q, M := Aut(Q, <).
3. Nominal renaming sets are RnNom = Nom(Fin(A)), i.e. for A := A, M := Fin(A).

▶ Definition 3.9 [7, Definition 4.11]. A monoid M ≤ AA admits least supports if each
element of a nominal M-set has a least finite support. If so, we write suppX : X → Pf(A)
for the map that sends elements of the M -set X to their least finite support.

In all running examples of nominal set flavours, the monoid admits least supports, i.e. Nom [20,
38], OrdNom [7] and RnNom [21]. Intuitively, supp(x) ⊆ A can be understood as pre-
cisely the atoms that appear in x. For example, suppA : A → Pf(A) sends a to {a}, and
suppPf (X) : Pf(X) → Pf(A) is suppPf (X)(E) =

⋃
{suppX(x) | x ∈ E}. The opposite of an

atom a ∈ A in the support is:
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▶ Definition 3.10. An atom a ∈ A is fresh for x ∈ X in a nominal set X (notated a # x), if
a /∈ suppX(x). For multiple elements, we write a # x, y to denote that a is fresh for x and y.

Both freshness and support are preserved by equivariant maps. Intuitively, equivariant maps
can possibly forget about atoms, but can never introduce new atoms:

▶ Lemma 3.11. For an equivariant map, if S supports x, then S also supports f(x). If X

and Y have least finite supports, then suppY (f(x)) ⊆ suppX(x).

The set of elements in an M -set that can be reached from an element x is called the orbit:

▶ Definition 3.12. Given a group M , the orbit of an element x in an M -set is the subset
{m · x | m ∈ M} ⊆ X. A nominal M -set is orbit-finite if it consists of finitely many orbits.

In this definition, we assume M to be a group, because then, every nominal set X is a
disjoint union of orbits. For M := Sf(A), the orbit-finite nominal sets are precisely the
finitely presentable objects in Nom [37, Proposition 2.3.7]. E.g. A is orbit-finite, PfA is not.
In nominal automata, one requires the state set to be orbit-finite, as opposed to finiteness in
classical automata theory.

4 Supported Sets

The central notion of the present paper are supported sets, which are parametric in the set
A of atoms or data symbols of interest:

▶ Definition 4.1. For a set A, the category of supported sets Supp(A) contains the following:
1. a supported set X is a set X together with a map sX : X → Pf(A).
2. a supported map f : (X, sX) → (Y, sY ) is a map f : X → Y with sY (f(x)) ⊆ sX(x) for all

x ∈ X. This means, f makes the following triangle weakly commute.
X Y

Pf(A)

f

sX

⊇
sY

Whenever clear from the context, we simply speak of supported sets X, Y ∈ Supp(A) and
supported maps f : X → Y , leaving sX and sY implicit.

The intuition for supported sets comes from the least finite support map supp of nominal
sets. Hence, in a supported set X, the map sX(x) tells which atoms are carried by x ∈ X,
but we can not permute or rename them in general.

The definition of the morphisms in supported sets comes from the property of equivariant
maps: they possibly forget about atoms in the support, but they can never introduce new
atoms (Lemma 3.11). This observation becomes the defining property of supported maps.

▶ Example 4.2. The set A itself is a support set with sA(a) = {a}. However, the singleton
subset {a} ⊆ A is also a supported set with s{a}(a) = {a}. In general, every nominal M -set
X (for M admitting least supports) yields a supported set by putting sX := suppX .

The difference between nominal and supported sets is that supp in a nominal set X is a
derived notion since it is implicit in the M -set action. On the other hand, for supported sets,
sX is part of the syntactical structure. For the sake of clarity, we use different mathematical
symbols for the semantical supp and the structural s.

CSL 2023
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▶ Lemma 4.3. For every M ≤ AA, there is a faithful functor U : Nom(M) → Supp(A)
sending (X, ·) to a supported set (X, sX), where sX(x) is the intersection of all finite supports
of x in (X, ·). If M ≤ AA admits least supports, then sUX = suppX . Equivariant maps in
Nom(M) are sent to their underlying map by U .

Later, we show that this forgetful functor Nom(M) → Supp(A) is right-adjoint and even
monadic, so one can consider nominal sets as algebras on supported sets. Before, we establish
some categorical properties of Supp(A) (generic in the choice of A) that will come in handy.

4.1 Universal Constructions and Finiteness
Unsurprisingly, supported sets have a very set-like nature. In the present Section 4.1, we let
V denote the forgetful functor V : Supp(A) → Set that forgets the support map and sends
(X, sX) to the plain set X. Conversely, every set can be equipped with trivial support:

▶ Lemma 4.4. The inclusion functor J : Set ↪→ Supp(A) defined by JX = (X, sX) with
sX(x) = ∅ is right-adjoint to the forgetful V : Supp(A) → Set (V ⊣ J) and V J = IdSet.

In other words, Set is a reflective subcategory of Supp(A). Similarly to sets, universal
constructions such as limits and colimits all exist in supported sets and are (almost) set-like.
Given a diagram D : D → Set, we write prX : lim D → DX for the limit projection map of
X ∈ D and inX : DX → colimD for the colimit injections.

▶ Proposition 4.5. All colimits in Supp(A) exist: Given a diagram D : D → Supp(A), the
colimit is formed in Set and then equipped with the support s : colim V D → Pf(A):

s(c) =
⋂

{sDY (y) | Y ∈ D, y ∈ DY, inY (y) = c}.

The intersection handles the case where elements of possibly different support are identified
in the colimit. Thus, the intersection vanishes if there are no morphisms in the diagram:

▶ Example 4.6. The coproduct of supported sets X, Y is given by their disjoint union,
X + Y equipped with support sX+Y (inX(x)) = sX(x) and sX+Y (inY (y)) = sY (y).

Limits on the other hand are formed differently because of the finite support map:

▶ Proposition 4.7. Supp(A) is complete. The limit of a diagram D : D → Supp(A) is the
subset of finitely supported elements in the limit lim V D in Set:

lim D = {x ∈ lim V D |
⋃

Y ∈D
sDY (prY (x)) is finite} (1)

The process of restricting to finitely supported elements also happens for limits in nominal
sets. For finite limits, this side-condition disappears:

▶ Corollary 4.8. V : Supp(A)→Set preserves all finite limits.

Supp(A) is cartesian closed, that is, we have an internal hom object. Similarly to nominal
set, this internal hom object XE in Supp(A) contains more than just the hom set hom(E, X):

▶ Definition 4.9. For supported sets X and E, let XE contain those maps f : E → X for
which sXE (f) =

⋃
e∈E sX(f(e)) \ sE(e) is finite.
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Note that “map” really means ordinary maps between sets. Intuitively, a map f ∈ XE may
introduce finitely many atoms when mapping elements of E to X. For example, if E is a
finite supported set, then XE contains all maps E → X. In contrast, a supported map may
not introduce any new atoms at all, hence, a map f : E → X is a supported map if and only
if sXE (f) = ∅. In particular, hom(E, X) ⊆ XE .

▶ Proposition 4.10. (−) × E is left adjoint to (−)E, for all supported sets E.

In contrast to nominal sets, categorical finiteness notions in Supp(A) express actual
finiteness. For the present paper, we do not need the precise definition of finitely presentable
objects and locally finitely presentable (lfp) categories [3, 22]. For the present purposes, it is
enough to mention that Supp(A) is lfp and that the finitely presentable objects are the finite
supported sets, i.e. Supp(A) is locally finite. Detailed definitions can be found in the proof.

▶ Proposition 4.11. Supp(A) is lfp and finite presentability is actual finiteness.

4.2 Injectivity, Surjectivity, Quasitopoi

Notions of surjective and injective maps generalize from Set:

▶ Lemma 4.12. Monomorphisms in Supp(A) are precisely the injective supported maps and
epimorphisms are precisely the surjective supported maps.

However, not all bijective supported maps are isomorphisms in Supp(A), because they
may drop atoms. That is, the difference between bijections and isomorphisms is the following:

▶ Definition 4.13. A map f : X → Y is called support-reflecting if sY · f = sX .

▶ Lemma 4.14. The isomorphisms in Supp(A) are the support-reflecting bijective maps.

▶ Example 4.15. The unit ηA : A → JV A of the above adjunction V ⊣ J to Set is a bijective
supported map but not support-reflecting, because sA(a) = {a} and sJV A(a) = ∅. Thus, it is
not an isomorphism in Supp(A).

This shows that Supp(A) is not a topos – in contrast to Set and Nom. As we will see,
it is a quasitopos [26, Def. 2.6.1], which entails that Supp(A) is locally cartesian closed
and that it has a subobject classifier for regular monomorphisms. The precise definition of
regularity is not relevant here (but cf. [2, Rem 7.76(2)]), since it can be nicely characterized
via support-reflection:

▶ Lemma 4.16. A monomorphism is regular iff it is support-reflecting. Moreover, t : 1 → 2,
0 7→ 1 is a regular-subobject classifier, i.e. for every supported set X, the support-reflecting
monomorphisms m : S → X are in correspondence to characteristic maps χS : X → 2.

In summary, for every set A, Supp(A) is (co)complete, cartesian closed, and locally finite,
and we can express many of the above-mentioned properties in one line:

▶ Theorem 4.17. Supp(A) is a quasitopos (for both [26, Def. 2.6.1] and [2, Def. 28.7]).

Thus, Supp(A) constitutes a rich basis to study algebraic theories on it, such as nominal sets.

CSL 2023
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5 Monadicity of Nominal M -Sets

If a category is monadic, then intuitively, it is a well-behaved class of algebras. If so, it
becomes applicable for many results and constructions, e.g. regarding representation and
the generalized powerset construction. Algebraic theories have been studied extensively
throughout the decades and are in correspondence to monads: given a monad T on a category
C, e.g. Set, its Eilenberg-Moore category EM(T ) contains the models of the algebraic theory
defined by T (see e.g. [4, 10.3]). The forgetful functor U : EM(T ) → C is a right-adjoint
functor and its left-adjoint F : C → EM(T ) sends an object X ∈ C (e.g. a set of generators)
to the free algebra on X:

F : Supp(A) → EM(T ) ⊣ U : EM(T ) → Supp(A) (for C = Supp(A)) (2)

The category of M -sets is monadic over Set, but Nom(M) fails to be monadic over Set in the
instances of interest (Example 3.3). The reason for this is that infinite products in Nom(M)
are different than in Set [38], so the forgetful functor Nom(M) → Set is not right-adjoint and
therefore not monadic. As we will show, Nom(M) is still monadic, but over supported sets.

▶ Definition 5.1. A functor U : D → C is called monadic (over C) if there is a monad T on
C such that D is EM(T ) and U is the forgetful functor.

We first show that U : Nom(M) → Supp(A) is right-adjoint and then that it is monadic.
Then, we can view nominal sets as algebras over Supp(A). There, the algebraic operations
come from the following (supported) set:

▶ Definition 5.2. For M ≤ AA and a set S ⊆ A, put [m]S for the ≈S-equivalence class of m

(cf. Definition 3.5) and M/S = {[m]S | m ∈ M} for the supported set of equivalence classes
with sM/S([m]S) := m[S] = {m(a) | a ∈ S}.

We can consider M/S either as equivalence classes of M -elements that are identical on S or
alternatively as special maps S → A that are obtained by restricting some m ∈ M ⊆ AA to
S ⊆ A. Intuitively, M/S is the free nominal set on one generator with support S. Hence,
the free nominal M -set over a supported set X is the union of multiple M/S:

▶ Definition 5.3. Fix the functor M• : Supp(A) → Supp(A) by M•X =
∐

x∈X M/s(x).

M• is the monad that will define nominal M -sets as an algebraic theory. Written with
elements, we have M•X = {([m]sX (x), x) | x ∈ X} with sM•X([m]s(x), x) = m[s(x)]. For a
supported set X, every such element ([m]s(x), x) of the nominal set M•X is equivalently
an element x ∈ X together with an |s(x)|-tuple of atoms. Of course, such an equivalence
class [m]s(x) is not an arbitrary tuple of elements of A but only one that is obtained from
restricting some m ∈ M ⊆ (A → A) to sX(x) ⊆ A. For example, for the equality symmetry
M := Sf(A), such a t ∈ M/sX(x) is a tuple of distinct elements of A.

▶ Proposition 5.4. M•X with the M -set action ℓ · ([m]s(x), x) = ([ℓ · m]s(x), x) is nominal
and gives rise to a functor F : Supp(A) → Nom(M), FX = M•X.

Note that there is no statement about the least finite support of ([m]s(x), x) ∈ M•X. In
the proof, we show that it is supported by m[s(x)], but the least support might be smaller.
Nevertheless, the existence of finite supports in M•X suffices to show the adjunction F ⊣ U :

▶ Proposition 5.5. If M ≤ AA admits least supports, then F : Supp(A) → Nom(M) is
left-adjoint to U : Nom(M) → Supp(A) with unit ηX : X → UFX, ηX(x) = ([idA]s(x), x).
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Nom(Sf (A))︷︸︸︷
Nom

Nom(Fin(A))︷ ︸︸ ︷
RnNom

Nom(Aut(Q,<))︷ ︸︸ ︷
OrdNom

Supp(A) for countably infinite A

Au
t(
Q

,<
)•

(−
)

U
Fi

n(
A

)•
(−

)
U

S
f(
A

)•
(−

)

U⊣ ⊣⊣

Figure 1 Monadic adjunctions (Ex. 5.10).

Monadic Monadic
Nom(Sf(A)) [I, Set]

Supp(A) [|I|, Set]

F ·Σ

D·U

I

I∗

D

Σ

F
X

=
S

f(
A

)•
X

U F I U I

⊣

⊣

⊣

⊣⊣

Figure 2 Relation to presheaves for M := Sf(A).

This adjunction shows that every nominal M -set is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra and that
every supported set generates a free nominal M -set satisfying a universal mapping property.
The remaining direction to prove is that every Eilenberg-Moore algebra for M• is indeed
a nominal set, or concretely, that the adjunction is monadic. For doing so, we impose a
property on the monoid M of interest, which will not only be used in the monadicity proof
but also help us to characterize the least finite supports of the free nominal sets:

▶ Definition 5.6 [7, Def. 9.6]. A monoid M ≤ AA is called fungible if for all finite R ⊆ A

and a ∈ A \ R, there is some ℓ ∈ M with ℓ ≈R idA and ℓ(a) ̸= a.

Intuitively, the condition expresses that the atoms in the support can be renamed
independently of each other: if an element is supported by R ∪ {a}, we can always rename a

to something fresh while keeping the rest of the support fixed.

▶ Example 5.7. All the leading examples (Ex. 3.3) have fungible monoids.
For M := Sf(A) and M := Fin(A), consider a finite R ⊆ A and a # R. Then for b # a, R,
the permutation ℓ = (a b) fulfils the desired property (a b) ≈R idA.
For M := Aut(Q, <), the verification uses a notion called homogeneity [47, Lemma 5.2].

▶ Lemma 5.8. If M is fungible, then M•X is a nominal M-set with supp([m]s(x), x) =
m[s(x)] for every m ∈ M and x ∈ X.

We prove the adjunction to be monadic via Beck’s theorem [32, Sec. VI.7], which will provide
us with the monadicity of the leading examples of nominal sets by instantiating M .

▶ Theorem 5.9. U : Nom(M) → Supp(A) is monadic and Nom(M) = EM(M•(−)), for
every fungible M admitting least supports.

▶ Example 5.10. The following categories are monadic over Supp(A), for A being countably
infinite. The monadic adjunctions are visualized in Figure 1, and the monads listed below.
1. The category Nom of nominal sets (with equality symmetry) is monadic over Supp(A).

The operations on a generator x in the corresponding theory are injective maps s(x) ↣ A:

Sf(A)•X =
{

(π, x) | x ∈ X, π : sX(x) ↣ A
}

2. The category RnNom of nominal renaming sets is monadic over Supp(A). The operations
on a generator x are arbitrary maps s(x) → A (not necessarily injective):

Fin(A)•X =
{

(π, x) | x ∈ X, π : sX(x) → A
}
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3. The category OrdNom of nominal sets for the total order symmetry is monadic over
Supp(Q) (using Q ∼= A). The operations on x are monotone injective maps s(x) ↣ Q:

Aut(Q, <)•X =
{

(π, x) | x ∈ X, π : sX(x) ↣ Q ∀q, p ∈ sX(x) : q < p ⇒ π(q) < π(p)
}

As a direct application of the monadicity, we can characterize orbit-finite nominal sets and
finitely presentable objects in Nom(M) using a general result about algebraic categories [1,
Thm. 3.7]:

▶ Example 5.11. A nominal M -set X is finitely presentable iff it can be described by a
finite supported set G of generators and a finite subset E ⊆ (M•G) × (M•G) of equations.
This characterization means that given such finite G and E, we obtain projection maps

E M•G
ℓ

r
in Supp(A) ⇐⇒ M•E M•G

ℓ̄

r̄
in Nom(M)

and their coequalizer in Nom(M) is X.
For M := Sf(A), 1. every orbit-finite nominal set can be described by such finite supported

sets G and E, and 2. any such finite system of equations E on G presents an orbit-finite
nominal set. For example, the nominal set of unordered pairs of atoms can be described by
one generator g encoded as a supported set G = {g}, sG(g) := {a, b} (for fixed a, b ∈ A) and
one equation E :=

{
(a b) · g = id · g

}
. Here, we use intuitive notation to denote

E :=
{(

([(a b)]{a,b}, g), ([id]{a,b}, g)
)}

⊆ (M•G) × (M•G).

With the projections ℓ, r : E → M•G (in Supp(A)) and their extensions ℓ̄, r̄ to Nom, we have
the unordered pairs as a coequalizer diagram in Nom:

M•E M•G
{

{c, d} | c, d ∈ A, c ̸= d
}

.
ℓ̄

r̄

▶ Remark 5.12 (Relation to Presheaves). The category of supported sets Supp(A) nicely fits
into an existing diagram of Kurz, Petrisan, and Velebil [31] relating nominal sets Nom (for
the equality symmetry Sf(A)) with two presheaf categories:
1. [I, Set] is the category of functors P : I → Set (sets in context), where the objects of I are

finite subsets of A (i.e. |I| = PfA) and the morphisms are injective maps (i.e. I ̸= (PfA, ⊆)).
2. [|I|, Set] is the category of functors P : |I| → Set, from the set Pf(A) to Set, i.e. P is a

Pf(A)-indexed family of sets.

Figure 2 shows the result when extending the diagram of Kurz et al. [31] by Supp(A).
Let us go through the functors and adjunctions relating the categories:
1. The left adjoint Σ: [|I|, Set] → Supp(A) sends a family X : Pf(A) → Set to the coproduct

Σ(X) =
∐

S∈Pf (A) X(S), where the component for S ∈ Pf(A) has support S.
2. The right-adjoint D : Supp(A) → [|I|, Set] forms down-sets: for a supported set X, the

family DX : PfA → Set is given by DX(S) = {x ∈ X | sX(x) ⊆ S}.

3. Since adjunctions compose, we have the adjunction F ·Σ ⊣ D ·U , which is not monadic [31],
so the monad DUFR does not have Nom as its Eilenberg-Moore category.

4. Instead, [I, Set] = EM(DUFR) [31], and F I ⊢ U I is the corresponding adjunction.
5. The induced comparison functor from Nom is itself adjoint: Nom is (equivalent to) the

full reflective subcategory of pullback preserving functors (cf. [23, 19]).
Note that Supp(A) is the only category in Figure 2 that is not a topos, and therefore not a
presheaf category.
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▶ Remark 5.13 (Relation to named sets). Another notion to reason about names are named
sets [15], which have been defined in slightly different ways over the years. For a fixed
countably infinite set of names A = {v1, v2, . . .} the definitions are as follows:
1. In the definition by Ferrari, Montanari, Pistore [15, Def. 2], every element x of a named

set X does not have an explicit support, but is only associated with a natural number
n ∈ N, and so its support is implicitly considered to be {v1, . . . , vn} ⊆ A. Moreover, every
element is equipped with a subgroup of Sf(n) that describes how the atoms v1, . . . , vn in
the support may be permuted. In later works, this natural number n ∈ N denoting only
the size was replaced with a set of atoms:

2. Montanari and Pistore [36] define a named set to be a set X together with a map
nX : X → P(A) (without any further information about permutations). A named
function m : (X, nX) → (Y, nY ) is a map on the sets m : X → Y and for each x ∈ X an
injective map m[x] : nY (f(x)) ↣ nX(x). A named set (X, nX) is called finitely named if
nX(x) is finite for every x ∈ X.
The category of all named sets and named functions is quite different from Supp(A).
For instance, the finitely named set (A, nA) with nA(a) = {a} has infinitely many
automorphisms (A, nA) → (A, nA), whereas both in Nom(Sf(A)) and in Supp(A), there
is only one morphism A → A, the identity. Without the finiteness restriction, infinite
limits in the category of named sets are Set-like and not Nom-like. More precisely, the
infinite product

∏
n∈N(A, nA) contains streams making use of infinitely many names.

3. Gaducci, Miculan, and Montanari [23] restrict to finitely named sets and additionally
equip every element x ∈ X of a named set (X, nX) with a subgroup GX(x) of the
group Sf(nX(x)) of all permutations on the names nX(x). Here, a named function
f : (X, nX , GX) → (Y, nY , GY ), is a map f : X → Y and additionally for each x ∈ X a
non-empty set of injections fx ⊆ (nY (f(x)) ↣ nX(x)) satisfying an additional coherence
condition involving GX . Details are not relevant here, because the resulting category
NSet was shown to be equivalent to Nom(Sf(A)) in the same work [23, Prop. 29]. This
has a couple of immediate implications regarding the relationship to supported sets:

NSet is monadic over Supp(A).
The right-adjoint of this monadic adjunction is a faithful functor Supp(A) → NSet,
which is not full.

Having discussed categorical properties of supported sets and its relation to other name-
aware notions, we now continue to see how name binding can be accomplished.

6 Name Abstraction and de Bruijn indices

In λ-calculus, the computational steps (β-reduction) essentially consist of a substitution rule
(λx. T ) P −→β T [x := P ] which requires some bound variable names in T to be sufficiently
fresh. Thus, it might be necessary to rename those bound variables (→α) in T before a β

step can be performed. But even in such a renaming step →α, a similar side-condition needs
taken care of, because otherwise, the reduction would lead to wrong results.

Thus, there are several approaches to define λ-expressions directly modulo α-equivalence,
making substitution total and β-reduction always applicable to λ-expressions containing a
reducible expression (redex). In 1972, de Bruijn [11] invented a technique of replacing the
variable names with an index (the de Bruijn index) that counts the number binders between
the variable and its corresponding binder. In 1999, Gabbay and Pitts [19] presented another
way to define λ-expressions directly as α-equivalence classes, in which λ-abstraction is a
functor on nominal sets (called FM-sets back then). From now on, we stick to their setting
of equality symmetry:
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λx.x(λx.x)(λy.xy) Natural Isomorphism ϕ

from Theorem 6.9
λ. ϱ(0) (λ. ϱ(0)) (λ. ϱ(1) ϱ(0))

Figure 3 Visualization of de Bruijn indices.

▶ Assumption 6.1. For the rest of the paper, fix A := A and M := Sf(A). Hence, we may
assume a bijection ϱ : N → A and we simply write Nom for the M -nominal sets.

For the name abstraction functor, the notion of α-equivalence is first defined for arbitrary
nominal sets, which is then used in the definition of the abstraction functor:

▶ Definition 6.2 [19]. For X ∈ Nom, the equivalence relation ∼α on A × X is defined by

(a, x) ∼α (b, y) :⇔ ∃c # (a, b, x, y) : (c a) · x = (c b) · y

The abstraction functor [A]X : Nom → Nom is given by [A]X = (A × X)/∼α, where ⟨a⟩x
denotes the equivalence class of (a, x) ∈ A × X.

In the equivalence class ⟨a⟩x, a disappears from the support: supp[A]X(⟨a⟩x) = suppX(x)\{a}.

▶ Example 6.3 [19]. The initial algebra of the functor ΛX = A + [A]X + X × X is carried
by the nominal set of λ-expressions modulo α-equivalence. The first summand A describes
variables a ∈ A, the second summand [A]X describes λ-abstractions λx.T , where x ∈ A and
T is a λ-expression, and the third summand X × X describes the application T S of one
λ-expression to one other.

In the present paper, we define an abstraction functor on supported sets for which we
require the set of atoms to be a countably infinite set. This functor in fact has a lifting
to nominal sets and the lifting is (naturally isomorphic to) the above abstraction functor
[A] : Nom → Nom on nominal sets.

The definition of [A] makes use of the Sf(A)-action to capture α-equivalence. When
introducing abstraction as a functor directly on supported sets, we do not have renaming
available, and so we use de Bruijn indices via the bijection ϱ : N → A (Assumption 6.1).

▶ Definition 6.4. The de Bruijn functor B : Supp(A) → Supp(A) sends a supported set X to
the same set BX = X but with a different support function. To distinguish elements of X

and BX, we write λ.x ∈ BX for x ∈ X (i.e. λ is a nameless binder). The support on BX is

sBX : BX → Pf(A) sBX(λ.x) := {ϱ(k) | ϱ(k + 1) ∈ sX(x), k ∈ N}. (3)

A supported map f : X → Y is sent to the same map Bf : BX → BY , Bf(λ.x) = λ.f(y).

The definition of sBX captures the idea of de Bruijn indices: we can think of the notation λ.x

as a lambda abstraction of nameless binder λ. of a lambda term x (visualized in Figure 3):
The variables referring to λ. have the de Bruijn index of 0 (at the level of x), because
there is no other binder between x and “λ.”. Since ϱ(0) is bound, sBX(x) does not depend
on whether ϱ(0) ∈ sX(x).
All other variables ϱ(k + 1) ∈ sX(x) refer to variables that are free in λ.x and so refer to
binders “more above” than λ.x. A variable ϱ(k) ∈ sBX(λ.x) refers to the same binder as
the variable ϱ(k + 1) ∈ sX(x) under “λ.”, because the latter is one level further down.

▶ Lemma 6.5. B : Supp(A) → Supp(A) is a functor.
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EM(T ) EM(T )

C C

G

U U

H

Figure 4 Diagram for Definition 6.6.

Nom Nom

Supp(A) Supp(A)

[A]

U U

B

Figure 5 Diagram for Theorem 6.9.

We use a slightly generalized notion of a lifting of the functor B to nominal sets:

▶ Definition 6.6. For a monad T on a category C and a functor H : C → C, a functor
G : EM(T ) → EM(T ) is called a lifting of H if HU and UG are naturally isomorphic functors
(see Figure 4 for the diagram). We say that a lifting is strict if HU = UG.

▶ Remark 6.7. Usually, not just a natural isomorphism but identity is required. Strict liftings
G : EM(T ) → EM(T ) are in one-to-one correspondence to distributive laws TH → HT [25].

This generalization to natural isomorphisms is sound, because they induce strict liftings:

▶ Lemma 6.8. For every natural isomorphism ϕ : HU → UG, there is a unique strict lifting
H̄ : EM(T ) → EM(T ) such that ϕ : H → G is a natural isomorphism in EM(T ).

This means that for (C, γ) ∈ EM(T ), ϕ(C,γ) is a T -algebra isomorphism H̄(C, γ) → G(C, γ).

▶ Theorem 6.9. The abstraction functor [A] : Nom → Nom is a lifting of the de Bruijn
functor B : Supp(A) → Supp(A) (see Figure 5 for the diagram). That is, there is a natural
isomorphism ϕ : BU −→ U [A].

Intuitively, ϕ translates between the de Bruijn indices and the nominal abstraction
functor: in the term λ.x ∈ BX, we have ϱ(0) implicitly bound, like it is in ⟨ϱ(0)⟩(x) ∈ [A]X.
However, every ϱ(k + 1) in x appears as ϱ(k) in the support of λ.x, so ϕ essentially renames
ϱ(ℓ + 1) 7→ ϱ(ℓ) in x for all ℓ ≥ 1.

▶ Remark 6.10 (Abstraction in named sets). A de Bruijn-style abstraction functor can also
defined directly on Nom [9, Def. 3.3]. The defining property (3) of abstraction on Supp(A)
then reappears as a theorem of the support function supp in nominal sets [9, Thm. 4.1]. This
adheres to the principle that in Supp(A), the support is part of the data, whereas in nominal
sets, supp is a derived notion. Since named sets are equivalent to nominal sets, we have name
abstraction there, too, and an explicit definition is provided by Ciancia and Montanari [9,
Sect. 7.1].

▶ Remark 6.11 (Abstraction in presheaves). Fiore et al. [16] also use de Bruijn indices in their
abstraction functor, but treat support in a different way. They consider presheaves X ∈ SetF

where F is the full subcategory of Set containing only natural numbers as objects (considering
natural numbers as finite cardinals). Thus for every natural number n ∈ N, the set X(n)
intuitively denotes the elements that make only use of the atoms ϱ(0), . . . , ϱ(n − 1) ∈ A. For
each map π : n → m, the map X(π) : X(n) → X(m) renames embedded variables. Their name
abstraction functor δ : SetF → SetF sends a presheaf X to the presheaf δ(X)(n) = X(n + 1),
implicitly binding ϱ(0), and “shifting” the role of the other atoms. Despite this similarity,
it is unclear whether there is a formal categorical connection between Supp(A) and SetF or
between B and δ.

With name binding in supported sets, we can now study automata in supported sets and
relate them to nominal automata.
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7 Register Automata to Nominal Automata

The well-known powerset construction for automata is an instance of a more general prin-
ciple called generalized determinization [40, 6] that internalizes side-effects modelled by
a monad. The input of the standard powerset construction is a non-deterministic finite
automaton (NFA), which can be understood as a deterministic automaton extended with
non-deterministic branching as a side-effect. With Q as the set of states of the NFA, the
construction returns a deterministic automaton with states PfQ, which happens to be pre-
cisely the set of configurations of the original NFA. This construction generalizes from the
(finite) powerset monad Pf to arbitrary monads T : C → C and from automata to state-based
systems modelled via coalgebras for a functor H : C → C. We apply this principle to the
monad from the monadicity result in Section 5.

A coalgebra (for H : C → C) is an object Q ∈ C together with a morphism Q → HQ.
E.g. an H-coalgebra for H : Set → Set, HX = 2×XΣ, is a deterministic automaton, i.e. a set
Q together with a map d : Q → 2 × QΣ. For a state q ∈ Q, the first component pr1(d(q)) ∈ 2
specifies the finality of q, and the second component pr2(d(q)) ∈ QΣ sends input symbols
a ∈ Σ to successor states in Q (the initial state q0 ∈ Q is not important here).

On the other hand, a non-deterministic automaton is simply a coalgebra for the composed
functor HPf : Set → Set, i.e. a map c : Q → 2 × (PfQ)Σ. The generalized determinization
assumes that T : C → C is a monad (with unit η and multiplication µ) and that H : C → C
is a functor that lifts to the Eilenberg-Moore category of T , i.e. that we have a functor
G : EM(T ) → EM(T ) with ϕ : HU

∼=−→ UG (Definition 6.6) – for example HX = 2 × XΣ

and TX = PfX. Then the generalized determinization turns an HT -coalgebra on Q into a
G-coalgebra on TQ, using the adjunction F ⊣ U between C and EM(T ) (cf (2)):

c : Q → HTQ in C d : FQ → GFQ in EM(T )Internalization

In the instance TX = PfX of the powerset construction, EM(T ) is the category of join-
semilattices, and every non-deterministic automaton on Q is turned into a deterministic
automaton on PfQ. Since we internalized the side-effect of non-deterministic branching in
the states, the resulting state space PfQ is the configuration space of the non-deterministic
automaton and the induced transition structure d preserves joins. Instantiating the generalized
determinization to supported sets and nominal sets yields a construction that internalizes
the side-effect of rearranging atoms or registers. Here, we stick to the equality symmetry
M := Sf(A), TX := Sf(A)•X, i.e. we stick to Assumption 6.1.

▶ Construction 7.1. Fix M := Sf(A). For functors H : Supp(A) → Supp(A) and G : Nom →
Nom with HU ∼= UG, we have the internalization process

c : Q → H(M•Q) in Supp(A) d : M•Q → G(M•Q) in Nom.
Internalization

Here, the nominal set M•Q is the configuration space (states + register assignments) of the
original automaton (Q, c). The configuration idA · q in M•Q behaves like q ∈ Q in c, and
the resulting transition structure d is equivariant. We can apply this construction to many
different system types H and G that arise from the following functors. Here, PufsX (for a
nominal set X) contains those subsets S ⊆ X for which

⋃
{supp(x) | x ∈ S} is finite [39].

▶ Proposition 7.2. The functors G on Nom that are the lifting of a functor H on Supp(A)
contain Pf , Pufs, [A], and all constant functors and are closed under all (possibly infinite)
products and coproducts.
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▶ Example 7.3. All Nom-functors arising from binding signatures [30, 16] are such liftings.
In particular, ΛX = A+[A]X +X ×X (Example 6.3) is the lifting of HX = A+BX +X ×X.
The coalgebras of Λ are possibly infinite λ-trees modulo α-equivalence [30]. Such a λ-tree
can then be represented by a supported set X and a supported map

f : X → A + B(Sf(A)•X) + (Sf(A)•X) × (Sf(A)•X)

▶ Example 7.4. Nominal automata with name binding considered by Schröder et al. [39]
are coalgebras for the Nom-functor KX = 2 × Pufs([A]X + A × X) which is a lifting of
HX = 2 × Pufs(BX + A × X) on supported sets. Thus, these nominal automata can be
represented by finite coalgebras in Supp(A).

Interpreting A as the names of registers, register automata in the style of Cassel et al. [8]
straightforwardly adapt to HT -coalgebras in supported sets:

▶ Example 7.5. Let G be a nominal set of guards, where we understand g ∈ G as a
predicate involving register names suppG(g) ∈ Pf(A), e.g. iszero(a), divides(a, b), plus(a, b, c).
It is important that the atoms a ∈ A are the register names, and not the data itself. So
e.g. iszero(a3) is satisfied if the data value stored in register a3 is zero – this is the symbolic
semantics of register automata [44, 45]. Using the forgetful U : Nom → Supp(A), we can
also use G as a supported set where the support of g ∈ G is the set of register names a ∈ A
appearing in g. Now, a register automaton is a HT -coalgebra in Supp(A)

c : Q → 2 × BPf(UG × Sf(A)•Q) for HX = 2 × BPf(G × X) and TX = Sf(A)•X.

As before, the first component of c(q) defines the finality of a state q ∈ Q. While in state q,
the registers s(q) ⊆ A are filled with data and the second component of c(q) binds the next
input data symbol into a fresh register (B) and then provides a finite number of transitions
of the form q

g,π−−→ q′. In such a transition, the guard g ∈ G, specifies when this transition can
be taken, depending on the register contents of q and the freshly read input symbol. When
a transition is taken, the registers are rearranged via the permutation π before state q′ is
entered. The map π : s(q′) ↣ A specifies for each register r ∈ s(q′) of the target set, where
the data symbol is drawn from. The map c being a supported map ensures that whenever
we transfer to state q′, then all registers s(q′) can be filled with data, coming for the support
of the previous state q or from the “input register” in B (a concrete register automaton
is discussed in Example 7.6). The internalization process turns c into an equivariant map
d : Q̄ → 2 × [A]Pf(G × Q̄), which is the nominal automaton of configurations Q̄ = Sf(A)•Q.

The construction also nicely interacts with initial states. An initial state of a register
automaton is simply a supported map i : 1 → Q, that is, an element of Q with empty support.
Applying the functor Sf(A)• to i yields an equivariant map, Sf(A)•i : Sf(A)•1 → Q̄. Since
the only element of 1 = {0} has empty support, we have Sf(A)•1 ∼= 1, so Sf(A)•i is
equivalent to an equivariant map i′ : 1 → Q̄.

▶ Example 7.6. An example register automaton is visualized in Figure 6: the upper half
of the nodes provide the state names Q = {q0, q1, q2}, the lower half specifies their support
sQ(q0) = ∅, sQ(q1) = {ℓ}, sQ(q2) = {s}, where ℓ, s ∈ A, ℓ ̸= s are arbitrary (standing for ℓast
and second last). The initial state is q0, i.e. the supported map i : 1 → Q is i(0) = q0, and all
states are final.We mimic existing register automata notation [8, 44] by defining p := ϱ(0) ∈ A
(note that we do not require ℓ, s to be distinct from p). Also, we use old : A → A defined by
old(ϱ(k)) = ϱ(k + 1), which satisfies a ∈ sBX(λ.x) iff old(a) ∈ sX(x) for all supported sets X

and x ∈ X. The nominal set of guards is defined by

G := {⊤} + {plus} × A3,
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q0

{}
q1

{ℓ}
q2

{ℓ, s}

⊤
ℓ 7→ p

⊤
s 7→ old(ℓ)
ℓ 7→ p

plus(s, ℓ, p)
s 7→ old(ℓ)
ℓ 7→ p

Figure 6 Example of a (symbolic) register automaton.

so the constant ⊤ represents “true” and the ternary relation symbol plus(a, b, c) represents
that the sum of the register contents of a and b equals the register content of c. Since we
use symbolic semantics, the concrete data domain does not need to be specified here; but
of course one can interpret plus over rational numbers for example. The supported map
c : Q → 2 × BPf(UG ×Sf [A]Q) representing the automaton is sincerely visualized in Figure 6:

The transition q0
g,π−−→ q1 has the guard g = ⊤ and the register reassignment π : s(q1) ↣ A

is defined by π(ℓ) = p, meaning that when entering state q1, the register ℓ will be filled
with what was in the input p before: c(q0) = (1, λ.{(⊤, (π, q1))}). This satisfies support
preservation because s(⊤, (π, q1)) = π[s(q1)] = {p} and so s(λ.(⊤, (π, q1))) = ∅ ⊆ s(q0).
The transition q1

g,σ−−→ q2 has the same guard g = ⊤ and σ : s(q2) ↣ A is defined by
σ(s) = old(ℓ) and σ(ℓ) = p. Again, c(q1) = (1, λ.{(⊤, (σ, q2))}) preserves support because

s(⊤, (σ, q2)) = σ[s(q2)] = σ[{ℓ, s}] = {p, old(ℓ)} and s(λ.{(⊤, (σ, q2))}) = {ℓ} ⊆ s(q1).

The loop q2
g′,σ−−→ q2 has the guard g′ = plus(s, ℓ, p) and literally the same σ : s(q2) ↣ A

as in the previous transition. Support preservation holds for the mapping c(q1) =
(1, λ.{(⊤, (σ, q2))}), because

s(plus(s, ℓ, p), (σ, q2)) = {old(s), old(ℓ), p} and s(λ.{(plus(s, ℓ, p), (σ, q2))}) = {s, ℓ} ⊆ s(q2).

The coherence axioms of register automata naturally translate into c being a supported map.
Construction 7.1 transforms this finite coalgebra in Supp(A) into an nominal automaton, in
the style of symbolic semantics [44] of register automata.

Not only in this example, but also in general, Construction 7.1 preserves finite presentab-
ility. So every finite coalgebra in Supp(A) is turned into an orbit-finite coalgebra in Nom.
The semantics of orbit-finite coalgebras can be characterized for many functors [33] that
arise from the examples listed here (Proposition 7.2).

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have seen that by going from the base category of sets to supported sets, nominal
sets for various symmetries surprisingly turn out to be monadic. Supported sets have a
functor for name binding, which even lifts to the abstraction functor in nominal sets. It
remains for future work whether a similar name binding functor can be found for other data
alphabets, most notably for the total order symmetry on Q, and whether multiple atoms can
be bound simultaneously, as it is possible in nominal sets [10]. It can be conjectured that
such generalizations are not possible on the level of supported sets.

On the positive side, due to the little structure of supported sets, it provides a common
foundation for the nominal sets for different symmetries, in the sense of being described by
monads on supported sets. The monadicity can be used to relate nominal automata with
register automata, which have a natural definition in supported sets. It remains for future
investigation how the data semantics of register automata can be phrased in supported sets.
We are optimistic that it helps to develop a categorical semantics for register automata for
data alphabets and signatures beyond symmetries (e.g. those for priority queues [8]). When
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developing algorithms, in particular learning algorithms and minimization algorithms, for
register or nominal automata [8, 43, 35], supported sets directly yield a finite representation
that can help in the implementation and complexity analysis. Also for other algorithmic
tasks such as efficient coalgebraic minimization [12, 14, 24, 28, 48, 49], supported sets can
help to canonically represent the nominal coalgebras subject to minimization.
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